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Household consumption of staples falling: BBS

The consumption of major staples at the household level is falling rapidly in the country, which is happening as

people spend on foods outside homes. This was revealed in the final version of the Household Income and

Expenditure Survey (HIES) report, released last week. The HIES report shows that rice consumption fell to 367.2

gramme per person a day in 2016, down by 49 gramme from 2010. The wheat consumption dropped to 19.8

gramme per person daily, down by 6.0 gramme from 2010. Usually, both food grains are considered substitute

goods and the fall in one category means the rise in the other staples and vice versa. Officials of the Bangladesh

Bureau of Statistics (BBS), who tracked the development, said that it happened due to the rise in consumption of

fast food outside homes. They said rapid urbanisation has caused a change in eating habits. Dr Dipankar Roy,

project director at the HIES, told the FE this is a global phenomenon. "It is a new challenge not just for us, but for

many countries as a result of rapid urbanisation," Dr Roy said. On the other hand, economists said this is a new

pattern of the household survey and this may be due to the rise in the purchasing power of the people.
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/household-consumption-of-staples-

falling-bbs-1558287656

ADB pushes for policy actions

The ADB has attached some conditions, including the approval of the proposed organogram of the securities

regulator, to the release of the second tranche of $170 million for the Third Capital Market Development

Programme (CMDP3). Several pending policy actions under the CMDP3 have to be implemented by May 31 to

receive the second tranche of the capital market reform funding, it said. The policy actions are the approval of the

organogram of the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC), issuance of risk-based capital rules for

intermediaries (including capital restructuring plan), Sukuk rules and derivative rules, issuance of rules for short-

selling, installation of a new information and communications technology (ICT) procurement plan and

endorsement of the draft asset investment rules for life and non-life insurance companies. During a visit to Dhaka

from April 29 to May 02 last, an ADB review mission clearly mentioned that the seven pending policy actions have

to be fully implemented by May 31 to ensure the release of the second tranche of the programme. The Manila-

based lender also observed some progress in compliance on the policy actions. It called for making further

progress in the pending policy actions.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/adb-pushes-for-policy-actions-

1558287708
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BB ups limits on MFS transaction

The Bangladesh Bank (BB) has significantly increased the transaction limits of the mobile financial services (MFS)

following growing use of the services across the country. The central bank issued a circular in this regard on

Sunday, enhancing daily cash-in limit of the MFS to Tk 30,000 from Tk 15,000 and daily cash-out limit to Tk 25,000

from Tk 10,000. The MFS users, from now on, can enjoy the cash-in or cash-out facility with maximum five

attempts a day. In line with the adjustment, monthly cash-in and cash-out limits have been revised up to Tk 0.2

million and Tk 0.15 million respectively, while daily transaction limit through person to person (P2P) has been

raised to Tk 25,000. According to the circular, MFS users can keep maximum balance of Tk 0.3 million in their

account. The central bank also instructed the agent account holders to collect information, like - national identity

card (NID) number and official card, of the people who will cash-in or cash-out Tk 5,000 or more.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bb-ups-limits-on-mfs-transaction-

1558287546

Runner Automobiles makes debut tomorrow

Runner Automobiles Ltd will make its share trading debut tomorrow (Tuesday) on the bourses under 'N' category,

officials said. Despite the company's IPO shares were credited into respective BO accounts on March 25, trading

was delayed due to sluggish market trend, said a DSE official. Runner Automobiles, a flagship company of Runner

Group, raised a fund worth Tk 1.0 billion by floating 13.93 million shares from the capital market under the book-

building method. The book-building method is a process through which an issuer attempts to determine the price

of a share based on the demand from institutional investors. The fund will be utilised for the purpose of research

and development works, purchasing machinery, repaying bank loans and bearing the IPO expenses. The IPO

subscription of the company was held between January 31 and February 10.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/runner-automobiles-makes-

debut-tomorrow-1558285413
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Govt mulls rice export to ensure fair price

Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal yesterday said the government would take all measures to export rice, even

if it means compensating for losses exporters might incur in the process, to ensure fair prices for farmers. Farmers

are complaining that low demand for paddy in the market resulted from high production this boro season, he

added. “I will discuss the issue with the honourable prime minister soon and will take action in this regard,” the

minister told a discussion on “Krishi Budget O Krishoker Budget 2019-2020 (budget for farmers and agriculture)”

at his office on the planning ministry premises in Dhaka. The market prices of paddy and rice are lower this year

because of overproduction. The low prices of rice have been creating some trouble this time. The production of

paddy in other countries are also record high this year, said Kamal.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-mulls-rice-export-ensure-fair-price-

1746181
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http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/unipec-vitol-offer-best-bids-on-fuel-oil-

supply-1558288030

Six TV channels ink deal to use Bangabandhu satellite

Six private television channels yesterday entered into agreements with Bangladesh Communication Satellite

Company Ltd (BCSCL) to air programmes through the Bangabandhu Satellite–1. The deals were signed at a

programme at the InterContinental Dhaka hotel where the first anniversary of the successful launch of

Bangladesh’s first satellite was celebrated. Deepto TV, Somoy TV, Jamuna TV, Bijoy TV, Bangla TV, and MY TV will

run programmes through the satellite, which was launched into orbit from Florida on May 12 last year under a

project involving Tk 2,702 crore. No figures on the sum involved in the contracts were given. BCSCL Chairman

Shahjahan Mahmood said BCSCL is providing low-cost services to local channels compared to existing service

providers.  Other television stations will be on board within next few days, he said. Currently, most television

channels in Bangladesh, including four-state owned stations, are using the country’s lone satellite on a pilot basis,

officials said. There are 31 television channels in the country.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/six-tv-channels-ink-deal-use-bangabandhu-

satellite-1746172

Stocks on Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) surged more than 2 percent yesterday as investors regained confidence

following a number of recent policy measures. The DSEX, the benchmark index of the premier bourse, rose 104.91

points, or 2.05 percent to 5,335.70, notching the highest single-day gain since May 6. “The government’s support

to the market has boosted the confidence of general investors,” said the managing director of a brokerage house.

But the turnover of the market is still low, he said, adding that had the money market not faced any liquidity

crunch, there would have been more trading following the policy support. Before yesterday’s rise, the stock

market had shed more than 700 points in the last three months, prompting the Bangladesh Securities and

Exchange Commission to come up with some policy decisions to halt the slump. The regulator has increased the

number of shares to be set aside for general investors in case of initial public offerings, extended the lock-in period

and toughened the rules on placement share issuance.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/stocks-surge-policy-measures-1746175

Unipec, Vitol offer best bids on fuel oil supply

Unipec Singapore Pte Ltd and Vitol Asia Pte Ltd offered best bids to supply up to 1.345 million tonnes of refined

petroleum oil products to state-run Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC) during July-December, 2019. The

costs of BPC in importing refined oil products might be lower as both the suppliers offered lower premium rates

for supplying most of the products, excepting furnace oil, compared to the BPC's previous tender. The premium

rates they offered are also lower as compared to the BPC's existing premium rates for importing refined oil

products under term deals. The BPC is expecting to import up to 1.12 million tonnes of 0.05 per cent sulfur gasoil

(diesel), 110,000 tonnes of jet fuel, 100,000 tonnes of furnace oil and 15,000 tonnes of octane under the tendering

system during the second half of 2019. 
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The Bangladesh Telecommuni-cation Regulatory Commission (BTRC) has decided to take the opinions of its

divisions before finalising the session-based unstructured supplementary service data (USSD) pricing guideline for

mobile financial services (MFS). The commission in its 226th meeting asked the System and Services Division to

send the draft guideline to all the divisions to get their views. After reviewing their opinions, the commission will

finalise the session-based USSD pricing guideline and forward it to the ministry concerned for approval. The

guideline will be published once it gets the green signal from the ministry. Earlier, the BTRC prepared the USSD

pricing policy after consultations with the finance ministry, Telecom Division, Bangladesh Bank, mobile financial

service providers, and the Association of Mobile Operators of Bangladesh (AMTOB). The draft guideline was sent

to the posts and telecommunications and ICT ministry. Later, a coordination meeting was held on July 24 and

August 1 last year. 
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BTRC moves to partially stall NOC issuance to GP, Robi

Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission has taken steps to stop partially issuing no-objection

certificates to Grameenphone and Robi in connection with the operators’ non-payment of audit claims of the

telecom regulator, said BTRC officials.  BTRC officials told New Age that the commission for now refrained from

issuing NOCs only for issues related to engineering and operation. Under the move, BTRC has already started the

process of stalling NOCs for network transmission expansion by GP and Robi, equipment imports and financing

clearances, they said. BTRC officials said that the commission refrained from issuing any NOC to Robi since May 12

for Robi’s non-payment of audit claim. They said that similar move was also taken against GP in last few days.

Unless the mobile phone operators start paying audit claims, the commission would take tougher measures in the

coming days, they said. A GP official, however, said that they had no knowledge about any BTRC move regarding

NOC suspension as the commission had not informed them about such move. 

http://www.newagebd.net/article/72950/btrc-moves-to-partially-stall-noc-issuance-to-gp-

robi

BTRC to seek views of divisions on USSD pricing guidelines

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/200255
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COMMODITY TRADERS GRIN IN RAMADAN

Ramadan, the fasting month for Muslims, sees a spike in demand for many commodities. The month fuels

consumption of gram, edible oil, sugar, date and onion apart from processed food, vegetables such as brinjal,

green chili, cucumber and fruits. The fasting month for Muslims, who represent 90 percent of Bangladesh’s total

population, also pushes up the demand for bottled water, juice, fruits and drinks. The demand for milk and milk

products shoots up 50 percent during Ramadan, said Kamruzzaman Kamal, director marketing of PRAN-RFL Group,

a leading food and commodity processor. Also, demand for puffed rice, vermicelli, snacks such as noodles

increases during the fasting month. Ramadan accounts for 80 percent of the annual demand for puffed rice, he

added.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/commodity-traders-grin-ramadan-1746130

Modi set to win election, most exit polls show

Voting ended Sunday in India's most acrimonious election in decades that will decide whether Hindu nationalist

Prime Minister Narendra Modi gets a second term in power. As the final polling booths closed, a huge security

cordon was thrown around the voting machines and boxes of paper votes used in the 542 seats for the world's

biggest election before the official count. Votes are to be counted on Thursday. Indian Prime Minister Narendra

Modi's ruling alliance is likely to win a clear majority in parliament, most exit polls showed, a far better showing

than expected in recent weeks. Modi faced criticism early on in the campaign for failing to create jobs for youth

and for weak farm prices and the election race was thought to be tightening with the main opposition Congress

party gaining ground. But he rallied his Hindu nationalist base and turned the campaign into a fight for national

security after tensions rose with Pakistan and attacked his main rival for being soft on the country's arch foe.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/modi-set-to-win-election-most-exit-

polls-show-1558288068

BRI mkts pivotal in retaining China’s role in supply chain

Chinese manufacturers should speed up efforts to become key suppliers of high-tech, high-end parts to the global

market, while setting up new industrial chains in countries and regions along the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to

cope with the escalation of the China-US trade war, industry insiders suggested, reports Global Times. Domestic

companies should climb up the value chain, moving from producing labor-intensive goods and low-end parts to

high-end products, said Xu Shanda, former deputy commissioner of the State Taxation Administration. He made

the comment at the ongoing Global Supply Chain Summit 2019 in Fuzhou, capital of East China's Fujian Province,

over the weekend. "The strategy will help them gain a firm foothold in global competition, rather than [being

replaced in the] global supply chain due to the protracted tariff war," Xu explained. Some are concerned that the

US' trade war with China could squeeze Chinese companies out of the global supply chain. 
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